Abstract. This paper presents a new method for computing the integer hull of a parameterized rational polyhedron by introducing the concept of periodic polyhedron. Besides concerning generally parametric combinatorial optimization, the method has many applications for the analysis, optimization and parallelization of loop nests, especially in compilers.
Motivation
For many years, compiler writers have focused on parameterized loop nests, mainly because of their importance in scientific and multimedia programs. The polytope model [2] allows to manipulate loop nests whose bounds are affine functions with integer-valued parameters in the constant part by modeling them as parameterized rational polytopes P . As the considered loop indices are incremented by a constant integer value, the values taken by the n-vector of indices belong to a subset of Z n : an integer lattice L. So the values taken by the index vector I ∈ Z n , where n defines the number of nested loops, are given by the so-called Z-polytope P ∩ L.
Example 1. The iterations of the following Gaussian elimination code:
for(i=1;i<=n; i++) for(j=i+1;j<=n;j++) for(k=i+1; k<=n; k++) a
[j][k]=a[j][k]-a[j][i]*a[i][k]/a[i][i];
are modeled by the parameterized Z-polytope P ∩ Z 3 , where P = {1 ≤ i ≤ n; i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n; i + 1 ≤ k ≤ n} and n is an integer parameter.
As in the general problem of integer linear programming, we are interested in integer points (i.e., points with integer coordinates) in polytopes whose vertices may be non-integer. In a class of code optimization and parallelization methods (e.g. in [20, 12, 21, 8, 22] ), loop nests are usually transformed by applying an affine integer transformation to the Z−polytope representing the loop nest [17] . They may also be split into sub-polyhedra as for example in [11] . The result can then be transformed back into a loop nest by source code generation. Several loop optimization and parallelization techniques also need to compute the indices of the first and last iterations to be executed in a loop nest (i.e. the lexicographic extrema of the I values). For instance, a precise dependence analysis may consist in computing the first executed iteration accessing a variable, among the set of iterations following a given access to this variable. Another issue is precise liveness analysis of data accessed in a loop nest, where the first and last iterations accessing the considered data have to be computed. Liveness analysis can be used to reduce the maximum amount of memory used by a program, and to reduce communications while parallelizing loops. These techniques, as well as integer programming techniques in general, look for vertices of the integer hull P of a parameterized Z-polytope, as it is known that the solution is one of these vertices. The integer hull is the convex hull of the integer points in P ∩ L. Many techniques exist in the literature for finding integer vertices. Following Nemhauser and Wolsey ( [9] chap. II) and Aardal et al [1] , they can be classified as follows: -cutting plane algorithms compute the integer hull of a rational polyhedron by adding constraints that cut the non-integer vertices out of it, so that all its integral points still respect the added constraint. The performance of this method is strongly related to the choice of a new cutting plane. The original idea has been proposed by Gomory in [10] . Seminal algorithms and complexity studies are due to Chvàtal [3] and Schrijver [18] . -branch and bound algorithms recursively divide P into sub-polyhedra of which integer vertices are computed. The most commonly used technique partitions P into two polyhedra by a hyperplane including the optimal rational vertex of P . -algorithms based on Lagrangean relaxation give an approximate solution by integrating constraints into the objective function. -other algorithms that iteratively find vertices of the integer hull (for example: column generation). Note that these methods usually do not compute the integer hull of P but only some of its vertices. Moreover, since we are interested in exact solutions, the Lagrangean relaxation is not suitable. In this paper, we present a new way to compute the integer hull P of a rational parameterized polytope P , defined by a set of rational affine equalities and inequalities on a set of variables I ∈ Z n and integervalued parameters N ∈ Z p . Integer vertices are computed by recursively extracting, from the facets of P , sets of points having one more integer coordinate at each step. Section 2 gives an intuitive explanation of the method. Section 3 then presents the class of mathematical objects to be used in this paper. The problem is then turned into a geometric form in section 4, which is used to devise an algorithm with some restrictions in section 5. These restrictions are eliminated in section 6. Finally, application of our method to find the integer lexicographic maximum is presented in section 7, while section 8 gives concluding remarks and future works.
We assume that the considered polytope P is defined by a set of nonredundant constraints. This is not a strong assumption, since any polyhedron can be defined by such constraints (see [18] chap. 8), which can eventually be computed [19] . Without loss of generality, we consider Z−polyhedra whose supporting lattice is Z n . Since P is parameterized, the shape of P depends on the value of the parameters. Wilde and Loechner have shown in [14, 13] that the parameters space is partitioned into adjacent rational polyhedra, called validity domains, in which P has a given shape. Therefore, in a given validity domain, the coordinates of the vertices of P have a given affine expression. For simplicity, we first consider a polytope P whose parameters values belong to a unique validity domain. We show how to deal with the general case in section 6. Recall that we are concerned with integer-valued parameters. To have a better insight of the problem, let us consider the polytope presented in example 2.
Example 2. The following polytope is represented on figure 1. Fig. 1 . P2, the false lexicographic minimum, and int(P2)
Its corresponding loop nest in C, generated by using the Fourier-Moztskin algorithm, would be:
if we manipulate the integer hull int(P2) of P2 (in gray on figure 1), as its vertices are integer while it includes all the integer points (iterations) of P2. Let us now consider the maximum integer value of j for a given i in P2. As one can see on figure 2, when i mod 3 = 0, the maximal integer . For a given value of i, the coordinate in j of an integer point of P is bounded by values which are solutions to some equations. These equations depend periodically on i. So each integer point (i, j) of P2 is in the convex hull of two integer extremal points: (i, jmin) and (i, jmax). The convex hull of all these extremal points is then the integer hull of P2.
To generalize this idea, consider that any integer point X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
of P belongs to the set of points d k (X) of P defined by
i k has a minimal and maximal value in d k (X), given by two faces (or constraints) of P : pmin(I, N ) ≥ 0 and pmax(I, N ) ≥ 0. Coefficient a k of i k in pmin(I, N ) is positive and it is negative in pmax(I, N ), therefore we have: i k ≥ p min (I, N ) and i k ≤ p max (I, N ). These inequalities define the rational lower and upper bounds for i k in d k (X). In other terms, we have N ) . So X belongs to the convex hull of the integer points xmin(X, N ) and xmax(X, N ), where
and xmax(X, N ) = (x1, . . . , x k−1 , p max (X, N ) , x k+1 , . . . , xn).
It follows that:
-the integer hull int(P ) of P is the convex hull of all the existing integer points xmin(X, N ) and xmax(X, N ), -the vertices of int(P ) are some of these points.
Example 3. The existing points xmin(i) and xmax(i) are represented on figure 3 , as well as the integer hull of P2 and the different d2(i, j) (with i = i1 and j = i2). One can see that the convex hull of all these points is the integer hull of P . We have seen that the extremal points are periodically solution to an equality. We explain this periodic character in next section.
Periodic Polyhedra
Consider the k th coordinate of xmax, obtained from the inequality
btnt + c ≥ 0 :
where a k = 0, a t = at/(−a k ), b t = bt/(−a k ) and c = c/(−a k ) (a k is negative). The common denominator of the rational coefficients of p max (X, N ) is −a k . Let a be an integer and b a positive integer. We have
Then we can write:
Similarly, we have:
Equations (1) and (2) can be summed up into Theorem 1: Theorem 1. Let p(X, N ) ≥ 0 be an inequality with integer coefficients. The value of x k that is solution to
for integer values of (x1, x2, · · · , x k−1 , x k+1 , · · · , xn), is the extremal integer value for x k given by p(X, N ) ≥ 0, where
So the set of extremal points xmin(X, N ) and xmax(X, N ) are integer solutions to (3) for some constraint p(X, N ) ≥ 0 of P . In [16] , we have shown that if f (I) is an affine function with integer coefficients and m is integer, f (I) mod m is an integer periodic number, with I ∈ Z n . A periodic number is a rational-valued periodic function of I (see [6, 4] ). It can be represented by a n-dimensional array whose number of elements in the k th dimension is the corresponding period s k .
, whose value is :
can be represented as:
Its value is periodically 0, 1, and 2, depending on i. Hence it is a periodic number of period 3. In a more general way, if f (I) = P n k=1 a k i k + c is an integer affine function of I ∈ Z n with a k , c ∈ Z, and m ∈ N, f (I) mod m is a periodic integer number of period S = (s k ) with
Example 5. With f (I) = 3i + 4j, and m = 6, it gives:
We can then give an explicit form of the equalities yielding the extremal points by using periodic numbers.
Example 6. According to theorem 1, the j coordinate of the extremal points of P2 is given by one of the two equations:
which is concordant with our preliminary observations.
These equalities depend on a periodic number: their definition is periodic. As a classical equality defines a hyperplane, i.e. a polyhedron, an equality whose definition is periodic defines then a periodic polyhedron. In [16] , we present a general class of mathematical objects depending periodically on multiple parameters, which are called periodics.
Definition 1.
A n-dimensional periodic polyhedron M of period S = s1 s2 . . . sn´T ∈ N n is given by: -q = s1 × s2 × . . . × sn polyhedra MI , indexed by:
-their respective definition domain DI : the integer lattice defined by:
any element X ∈ Z n is mapped to a unique MI by the relation I = X mod S. Notice that each MI is then the intersection between an integer lattice and a polyhedron (i.e. a Z−polyhedron).
Example 7.
A 2-dimensional periodic over polyhedra (made of one inequality) of (i, j, k) ∈ Z 3 depending on (i, j) ∈ Z 2 , whose value is : -i + 2j − 3k + 7 ≥ 0 for i mod 3 = 0, j mod 2 = 0 -2i − j + k ≥ 0 for i mod 3 = 1, j mod 2 = 0 -3j − 5 ≥ 0 for i mod 3 = 2, j mod 2 = 0 -−i − 2j ≥ 0 +3k -7 for i mod 3 = 0, j mod 2 = 1 -i − 2k + 1 ≥ 0 for i mod 3 = 1, j mod 2 = 1 -1 ≥ 0 for i mod 3 = 2, j mod 2 = 1 can be represented as:
, and can also be written:
(we call this form factorized form, as the constant form of an affine function of (i, j, k) is extracted).
Using the knowledge of periodic polyhedra, we show in the next section new geometric tools that will allow to give an algorithm for computing the integer hull of a polyhedron.
We have seen that extremal points of P are integer solutions to an equality I(p(X, N ), i k ) = 0 where p(X, N ) ≥ 0 is one of the inequalities that define P . As well as the inequality p(X, N ) ≥ 0 defines a facet of P (with its adjacent faces), we say that the solutions to I(p(X, N ), i k ) = 0 belong to a pseudo-facet of P .
Definition 2. The q th facet fq(P ) of a polyhedron P can be defined by: {I ∈ P | pq(I, N ) = 0}. Similarly, the q th pseudo-facet f q,k (P ) of P w.r.t. i k is defined by: {I ∈ P | I(pq (I, N ) , i k ) = 0}.
A pseudo-facet fq(P ) can be decomposed into:
-a (supporting) pseudo-hyperplane, defined by I(pq(I, N ), i k ) = 0, -a projected pseudo-facet, which is the projection of the pseudo-facet along i k by using the equality I(pq(I, N ), i k ) = 0. The projected pseudo-facet defines the values of all the variables but i k for which the solution of I(pq(I, N ), i k ) = 0 belongs to the pseudo-facet f q,k (P ).
Example 8. Consider the parameterized polyhedron P3 defined by: Figure 8 shows the facet of P defined by :
and the corresponding pseudo-facet w.r.t. i1:
This allows a more geometrical expression of the theorem 1, as the integer points whose convex hull is the integer hull of P belong to the pseudofacets of P w.r.t. i k .
Theorem 2. The convex hull of the integer hulls of the pseudo-facets of P w.r.t. i k is the integer hull of P .
Proof. Any (integer) extremal point belongs to the integer hull of a pseudo-facet of P w.r.t. i k . The convex hull of all the existing integer hulls is then the integer hull of the extremal points, that is to say the integer hull of P .
where s k is the period of P along i k . Computing pseudo-facets for pseudo-polyhedron allows us to compute the integer hull of a pseudofacet. This is used by the algorithm for computing the integer hull of a parameterized rational polyhedron, as presented in the next section.
integer hull
Theorem 2 states a relation between the integer hull int(P ) of polyhedron P and the integer hull of its pseudo-facets w.r.t. variable i k :
The problem is now to compute int((f q,k (P ))). Similarly to the integer hull of P , the integer hull of f q,k is the integer hull of its pseudo-facets w.r.t. another variable i k , k ∈ [1.
.n] \ k as the points of f q,k correspond already to an integer bound of i k . Thus we have:
This establishes a recurrence relation between the integer hull of a pseudo-facet and the integer hull of its own pseudo-facets. According to theorem 1, a property of a pseudo-facet w.r.t. i k is that i k is integer if the other variables and the parameters are integer. A pseudo-facet f w.r.t i k of a pseudo-facet f w.r.t. i k belongs to f : i k is integer if the other variables and the parameters are integer. Moreover, it is a pseudofacet w.r.t. i k , so i k is integer if the other variables and the parameters are integer. Then i k and i k are integer if the other variables are integer. Recursively, taking n times a pseudo-facet of a pseudo-facet leads to a pseudo-facet f such that all the variables are integer when the parameters are integer. Since a pseudo-facet of a periodic polyhedron of dimension m is (m−1)-dimensional, f is of dimension 0. The two latter sentences state that f is an integer point. The integer hull of P is then the convex hull of all the f 's. The relations among P , its pseudo-facets and recursively the pseudo-facets of the pseudo-facets are given by a tree, the pseudo-facet tree P . The vertices of int(P ) are obtained by scanning this tree from its root P to its 0 − dimensional pseudo-facets (the vertices), called the pseudo-vertices. We can devise an algorithm from the recurrence relation among P and its pseudo-facets to obtain the pseudo-vertices of P .
get_pseudo_vertices(periodic polyhedron P) { n = dimension(P) if n = 0 return P U = empty set of periodic polyhedra k = rank of the variable to be processed for n i = the kth variable of V for each inequality f(I) >= 0 of P with a nonzero coefficient for i do : compute P' by replacing f(I) >= 0 in P by f (I) − (f (I) mod |a|) = 0 ==> P' = {P | f (I) − (f (I) mod |a|) = 0} P_proj= P' projected pseudo-facet of P' add get_pseudo_vertices(P_proj) to U for each element u of U add ({ f (I) − (f (I) mod |a|) = 0} ∩ u) to P'' endfor endfor return P'' } By opposition to cutting planes algorithms, our algorithm adds no constraint to the original problem, but constraints are replaced by periodic constraints. It adds neither variables nor parameters to the problem. Moreover, the pseudo-facet tree of P is n-deep, so a given pseudo-vertex is obtained in computing a pseudo-facet n times. However, it handles periodic numbers, which can have large periods if the coefficients of the constraints of P are large. An upper bound of the number of elements of the computed periodics is M n+p , where M is the maximal value of a coefficient that can be obtained by row elimination of the constraints of P , and n and p are the number of variables and parameters. One can still consider the use of the symbolic expression of a periodic number, especially when M is large, to achieve the computation. Computing the pseudo-vertices of a n-dimensional simplex requires (n + 1)! computations of a pseudo-facet, which gives a lower complexity bound. Notice that the algorithm is highly parallel: the processing of subtrees can be distributed, and the only data to be communicated is the pseudofacet corresponding to the subtree root.
Generalization

Unbounded polyhedra
Unbounded polyhedra can be used to model nested while and for loops with the polytope model, as for instance in [5] . Nemhauser and Wolsey have proved in [9] (part I, section 6) that the integer hull S of an unbounded polyhedron P defined by its Minkowsky representation:
where the v k ∈ R n are the extreme vertices of P and r j its extreme rays, is given by:
where the q k are the extremal vertices of the integer hull of conv(v k ). Thus, computing the integer hull of an unbounded polyhedron P amounts to compute the integer hull of its extreme vertices.
Polyhedron with multiple validity domains
In the general case of a parameterized polyhedron, the computed pseudovertices will actually belong to the polyhedron for only some values of the parameters. Loechner has given in [13] an algorithm to compute the values of parameters for which a given rational vertex belongs to a rational polyhedron. The parameters space is then partitioned into polyhedral domains in which a given set of vertices belong to P . This method can be adapted directly to compute pseudo-vertices: we can partition the parameter space into periodic polyhedra in which a given set of pseudovertices belong to P . This is translated into the following algorithm:
get_integer_hull(Polyhedron P) { IH = empty list of periodic polyhedra PX = empty list of periodic polyhedra PX = get_pseudo_vertices(P) (V, X) = lists of validity domains and the corresponding valid pseudo-vertices from PX for each (V_i, X_i) in (V, X) H_i = convex hull of the pseudo-vertices X_i add H_i to H endfor return (V, H) }
Non-fully-dimensional polyhedra
The geometric dimension of a polyhedron P defined in a n-dimensional variable space by a non-redundant system of e equalities and e inequalities is given by d(P ) = n − e. A polyhedron is fully-dimensional if d(P ) = n, so if P has no equalities. Integer solutions to a system of e equalities belong to a (n − e)-dimensional integer lattice, whose determinant may be greater than 1 and which depends on the parameters. Methods to deal with this case will be presented in a further work.
An application: computing the integer lexicographic extremum of a polytope
The lexicographic order is a total order on the elements of a n−dimensional space. It is noted and defined by:
For loop nests in computer programs, the integer lexicographic minimum (resp. maximum) in P ∩Z n corresponds to the first (resp. last) iteration to be executed. Feautrier presents in [7] a method to find the lexicographic extrema of a parameterized loop nest, based on parameterized versions of Gomory's fractional cutting planes approach and the lexicographic dual simplex algorithm. Both integer lexicographic maximum or minimum are obtained in a similar way, roughly by inverting comparison and extrema operators. So we focus on the computation of the integer lexicographic maximum. The integer lexicographic maximum of P belongs to the set of integer points X1 of Z n ∩ P having the maximal existing integer value for i1. If such a set contains several points, the integer lexicographic maximum is in the subset of X1 having the maximal integer value for i2, and so on. As for any solution to a linear integer programming problem, we know that the lexicographic maximum is a vertex of the integer hull of P . A straightforward way to compute the integer lexicographic maximum of P would therefore be to compute its integer hull P and then to find the lexicographic rational maximum in P , for example by using the lexicographic dual simplex algorithm (see [7] or [9] chap. II section 4). But this approach yields the computation of every vertex, which is costly and in general useless as some vertices can never be the lexicographic maximum. So, as it is generally done in integer linear programming, we must compute only a subset of the vertices of P , containing the integer lexicographic maximum of P . We can equivalently compute the set of vertices of P that excludes a maximal number of vertices that cannot be the lexicographic maximum. The efficiency of the method depends on the selection of the pseudo-facets that will contain the candidate vertices. The maximal rational values of i1 are those of the faces of P which are upper bounds for i1: those whose coefficient on i1 is negative. Candidate vertices therefore belong to the corresponding pseudo-facets f of P w.r.t. i1, which eliminates the vertices that are in the other pseudo-facets. From now on, we will call min-pseudo-facet (resp. max-pseudo-facet) of a periodic polyhedron P w.r.t. i k a pseudo-facet corresponding to an integer lower (resp. upper) bound of i k in P . Let a1i1 + a2i2 + . . . anin + a0 = 0 be the associated supporting pseudohyperplane. For a given value of the parameters, maximizing i1 is equivalent to maximize g(I) = a2i2 + . . . anin, since i1 = − a 2 i 2 +...+anin a 1 and a1 < 0. This is a second elimination criterion, which allows to keep the pseudo-facets of f that can contain the integer points with a maximal value for g(I). Let us see two ways to select relevant pseudo-facets of f . First, we can consider the variation of g(I) w.r.t. the sign of a k . g(I) increases with variables iinc with a k > 0. Thus, the candidate vertices belong to pseudo-facets that maximize such iinc. But g(I) also decreases with variables i dec with a negative coefficient and is constant for icst with a zero coefficient. In the same way, we will also consider pseudo-facets that minimize i dec . Besides, we have to include max-pseudo-facets as well as min-pseudo-facets w.r.t. icst. ). For each value of n, the maximal value of i1 is reached for i2 mod 2 = 0. The integer lexicographic maximum is then: (i1, i2) = (−n +ˆ30 29˜n)/2, 10)
This pseudo-facet selection method can be written as an algorithm, detailed in [15] . In general, each pseudo-vertex depends periodically on the variables and the parameters. But there is always one optimal value of the variables for each value of the parameters, which must be selected.
Example 11. Let us make a sketch of the process to find the candidate vertices for a lexicographic maximum with the following example (also considered by Feautrier in [7] ): P = {−i + m ≥ 0; i ≥ 0; j ≥ 0; −j + n ≥ 0; 2i + j − k = 0} where k, n, m are the parameters. Since there is an equality, for a given (maximal) i, j is determined, so we can eliminate j. The coefficient in j is 1, so j is integer for any integer value of the variables and the parameters. Therefore, the problem presented in section 6.3 does not occur here.
The candidate vertices belong to two max-pseudo-facets of P w.r.t. Here, A and B are the pseudo-vertices we are looking for:
A :
In the general case, the domains of parameters are unions of polyhedra. As the algorithm computes extrema one variable at a time, the result can take the form of a quasi-affine syntax tree (as in Feautrier's PIP) or of a union of polyhedra. Another pseudo-facet selection method would be to select the pseudofacets corresponding to faces of equation α1i1 + α2i2 + . . . αnin + α0 such that`0 a2 . . . an´.`α1 α2 . . . αn´T ≤ 0. Such faces are rational maximal bounds for g(I), which is easily figured out by a rational linear transformation.
Conclusion
We have defined a new method for computing the integer hull of a rational parameterized polyhedron, which has many applications in loop nests analysis and optimization. This geometric method also yields new ways to solve parametric integer programming problems. In particular, it can help solving integer lexicographic extrema, which is an omnipresent problem in loop nest analysis, optimization and parallelization. One of our objectives was to provide a method based on the underlying concepts of the polyhedral library Polylib [19] . While considering this objective, we particularly generalized the concept of periodic numbers to periodic polyhedra. The presented algorithms are being implemented in the library. Their performance will be compared with the existing solvers. Other problems can also be tackled using our method: the domain of parameters for which an integer point exists in a polyhedron, the number of integer points in the projection of a Z-polyhedron, and alternative ways to compute Ehrhart polynomials are currently worked on. We also plan to write a generic parametric integer solver, by finding better pseudofacet elimination criteria, and to compare our methods in silico with the existing ones.
